Roxtec SLA sealing solution
with non-weld adaption sleeves

Roxtec R transits and RS seals with adaption sleeves make it easy for you to add cables late in a project or perform repair works without welding.

**Designed for quick installation**
You simply drill a hole in the structure using a hole saw. The sleeve is threaded, attached with a counter nut and designed to fit in standard hole saw openings.

**Easy installation**
- Eliminate welding
- Minimize hole cutting
- Reduce fixation work

**Certified protection**
- A-Class division fire rating
- 2.5 bar water-tightness
Select a kit for one or multiple cables

R transit with SLA
The Roxtec R with SLA adaption sleeve is a round sealing solution for multiple cables in a limited area. The sealing modules adapt to cables of different sizes and can be used to build in spare capacity in the transit.

RS seal with SLA
The Roxtec RS with SLA adaption sleeve is a sealing solution for a single cable. The sealing part has two halves with removable layers making it adaptable to several cable sizes.

Read more about the Roxtec SLA sealing kits on roxtect.com/sla